GENERAL SUPPORTS
• Seating in the lobby

MOBILITY & WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBILITY
• Box Office windows are wheelchair accessible
• Doors to the theatre are opened manually by patrons
• Street to Entrance: no steps
• Entrance to 2nd Floor Lobby (Concessions & Merchandise): available elevator
• 2nd Floor Lobby to Theatre Entrance: no steps to Row A, 12 steps to Row O
• Wheelchair Seats: companion seats in parenthesis
  Removable seats: Row A: 7 (9), 8 (10)
  Wheelchair Seats/Transfer Seats (loose chairs with no arm rest): Box 102 (103, 104)

VISION ASSISTANCE
• Low vision seating available upon request

HEARING ASSISTANCE
• Audio Listening Devices with an included headset
  Pick up at the front desk by the box office, provide ID, return to the same location

RESTROOMS
• Women’s and Men’s: inside theatre entrance, one floor down from lobby, available elevator
  Wheelchair-accessible stall, sink, and paper towel dispenser

IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
• Parking: AMB Parking, 750 Lexington Ave (enter on 60th between Lex & Park) .2 miles away